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VICTORY CONDITIONS: The Russian player 
wins if he exits 15 squads off the south edge by 
turn 7.  An AFV which exits with all functional 
armament is worth 2 squads, otherwise it is 
worth 1 squad.  An AFV crew which exits on 
foot is worth 1/2 squad. 

Kietskaya, 120 miles northwest of Stalingrad, November 29, 1942: Operation 
Uranus, the Russian counteroffensive falls on the flanks of the German Sixth army. 
The weak satellite armies were ill equipped for the task. 
 
BOARD CONFIGURATION: 
 

 

 
 

   
 

TURN RECORD CHART:   

 German Sets up First  1  2 3  4 
 5 6 7  END 

 Russian Moves First  
 

 

Elements of the Rumanian Third Army - setup south of hex row X inclusive: 

 
                     2             2            12            4                                          2             3                                                 2 
German 48th Panzer Korps 
liaison - setup south of hex 
row X inclusive: 
 
                                 

                                                  SPW250/1 

 

Rumanian armor support - 
enter on any south edges hexes 
on Turn 4:  
 
 

     PzKw38t  

 
        2 

 

 

Elements of the Russian 65th Army -  
setup north of hex row Z or enter on as passengers of Turn 1 forces: 
 

  
                                     2             6             9            2             3             2  

Russian armor support - enter on 
any north edges hexes on Turn 1:  
    T34/76C 

 
        4 

          

SPECIAL SCENARIO RULES: 
 

OAF 33.3.1: TERRAIN: All orchard hexes are considered open 
ground; all buildings are wooden.  
 

OAF 33.3.2: WEATHER: Falling Snow (111.5) with winds 
Gusting (115.6) from the east.  
 

OAF 33.3.3: Russian 628s have snow smocks. (COD 111.81) 
Any troops or vehicles specified as wearing snow smocks or 
special winter camouflage during any snow scenario receive a +1 
DRM when fired on by infantry or direct ordnance Fire (TO HIT 
DR) unless they are occupying a building or bunker. The T34s do 
not have special winter camouflage and do not benefit from 
having 628s as passengers.  
 

OAF 33.3.4: All Rumanian SWs and guns are considered 
Rumanian although German gun counters must be used. 
Rumanian crews 227s (with a broken side of 6) are not in the 
original COI game set although they do exist in VSQL (as do the 
missing Rumanian Gun counters). German crews can be 
substituted for the 227s but play with the ratings stated above. 
Note the 47ATG lacks a gun shield.  Battlefield Integrity does not 
apply. 
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